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Sydney PR1 class 1573 in Beauchamp Road, Matraville, in Sydney’s south-eastern suburbs, on 21 June 1952.
Noel Reed
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THE STORY OF SYDNEY TRAM 42s
By Warren Howlett and Dale Budd
At Loftus on 5 December 2009 one of Sydney’s
most interesting tramcars was recommissioned after a
seven year restoration effort. The tram concerned has
the distinction of being the Sydney tramways’ first
four-motor car, and it is at present the oldest operable
four-motor car in Australia. This is the story of ballast
car 42s.

Early history
The tram was built at Randwick Workshops and
entered service on 5 February 1907. It has four
GE1000 motors each of 42 hp, Brill 27G trucks and
General Electric K6 controllers. It has a length of
37 feet 6 inches over bumpers, an empty weight of
15.4 tons, a carrying capacity of 10 tons and its
manufacturing cost was £1,341.

both service stock and passenger cars, prior to 1911.
An official drawing of the car dated 2 July 1906 gives
its number as 42s and its class as U2. Its predecessor
26s was classed U1 while the subsequent fleet of
ballast motors which could run in multiple were
classed U3 (crane-equipped), U4, and U5 (differential
dump cars). These trams carried numbers with a ‘u’
suffix, at least later in their careers: a very early photo
of 51u shows that it was originally numbered 51s.
It is not clear if 42s ever carried the number 42u but
it is possible or even likely that it did so after 1911.
Close examination of the photo of the car at Museum
station, numbered 42ss (see next paragraph) shows
that first ‘s’ is on a repainted patch, perhaps covering
the letter ‘u’.

Transfer to railway service
No. 42s was the second ballast motor built for the
Sydney system, following No. 26s, a maximum
traction car built in 1905. It was a one-of-a-kind
vehicle, built for the North Sydney lines. Being a
direct control car it could not run in multiple with other
ballast motors. Like the other ballast cars it could run
over the whole system except on those sections with
grades of 1 in 19 or steeper, and could haul a V class
ballast trailer on grades no steeper than 1 in 33. The
official classification of the ballast motors was
‘electric ballast truck’.

Classification and numbering
The car’s classification and numbering were curious,
as was the case with many New South Wales trams,

On 25 October 1926 the car was transferred to the
New South Wales Railways for use as an overhead
wiring maintenance vehicle. Immediately prior to this
it received an A overhaul at Randwick Workshops
between 5 August and 21 October. Such a transfer
would not have been very significant since the
railways and tramways were then parts of a single
organisation. It is likely the initial transfer was simply
on the basis that the car was ‘made available’ to the
railways. Pictures of the tram at this time show that it
carried the number 42ss. The designation ‘ss’ is
believed to have signified special service. Most
importantly it was equipped with a bank of batteries
and a petrol-driven generator to recharge them, since

42ss at Museum Station on
9 November 1926, soon after its
transfer to railway service. The
car is still fitted with a tramway
coupler. This, the first section of
Sydney’s underground railways,
opened exactly one month after
this picture was taken.
Official photo,
Howard Clark collection
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Drawing of 42ss as originally
converted for railway service in
1926.
STM archive

its power source for the remainder of its working life
was batteries rather than overhead wiring.
It was provided with a wooden tower structure.
Comparison of photos taken at Museum, Prince Alfred
substation and Town Hall indicate that the former two
were taken first. The tower on the car in the Museum
and Prince Alfred photos is short in length and is
consistent with the drawing issued at the time
and reproduced on page 4. In the Town Hall photo,
taken later, the tower is a much larger structure with an
elevated platform extending for the full length of the
car. This platform was a feature of the car throughout
its subsequent life. The cable drum shown in the
drawing, and visible in the photo taken at Museum,
could not be accommodated after the full length
platform was added.
Conversion to battery propulsion meant that
insufficient power was available for an air compressor,

so the tram thereafter relied on hand brakes. The
batteries produced a voltage of about 120 volts so the
car’s progress was always leisurely, presumably the
source of its long-standing nickname ‘Gentle Annie’.
Why was 42s selected for transfer to railway
service? One can only surmise that as the sole tram of
its class, unable to multiple with other cars, it was an
obvious candidate. Perhaps 26s, with the same ‘loner’
characteristics, was considered, but its maximum
traction bogies would have been problematic, not least
on the steep grades of the city railway.
The transfer of 42s to the railways became
permanent on 20 September 1927. It was renumbered
L707, and was described as an overhead wiring battery
service car. The prefix L referred to the Locomotive
Branch, as the Mechanical Branch was known until
around 1932.

Another view of 42ss in its very
early railway days, outside
Prince Alfred substation near
Central. The metal structure on
which the trolley base had been
mounted is still in position.
Vic Solomons collection
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The tram at Town Hall Station
circa early 1932. By this time it
had been fitted with a larger
structure providing a full length
platform.
Official photo,
Bob Merchant Collection

Operation and further modifications
From then on for some 50 years this strange vehicle
was a familiar sight either stabled at Prince Alfred
Sidings or other convenient locations close to the city.
Prince Alfred Sidings were near the down end of
platform 23 at Central, and were removed for the
construction of the airport railway. For those lucky
enough to be in the right place at the right time, L707
could be seen at work maintaining overhead wiring. In
the city railway and on the harbour bridge it was used
at night, after the end of train running. It also operated
during daylight hours for overhead wire maintenance
between Sydenham and Rockdale where span wires
were used.

A major change to the appearance of the car, which
occurred at an unknown date, resulted from the fitting
of enclosed cabs at either end. They were commodious
and much larger than usual for a tram, if not
masterpieces of styling.
In 1956 L707 underwent an overhaul at Eveleigh.
The batteries were replaced and a replacement diesel
engine was fitted to drive the generator used to charge
the batteries. The diesel engine had the unusual
characteristic that it was started by an auxiliary petrol
engine mounted on top, and geared to the diesel’s
crank shaft.

L707 and its crew on the job
between Banksia and Rockdale
in September 1951.
Noel Reed
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L707 about to leave Eveleigh
Carriage Works siding near
Redfern with a well dressed
maintenance crew, about to
undertake
some
daytime
overhead wire maintenance on
8 May 1957. No high visibility
vests in those days.
Noel Reed

The car received another overhaul at Eveleigh
Carriage Works in 1979. The petrol/diesel
engine-generator set was replaced by new equipment
including a conventional diesel motor.
One of the authors recalls a trip on the car which
began at St Leonards in the very early hours of
7 February 1964. With no other trains on the tracks,
and attitudes more relaxed than they are today, a photo
stop was held in the middle of the harbour bridge. On
the 1 in 30 descent to Wynyard with the hand brake
wound fully on, the car continued to roll steadily down
the grade, not stopping at Wynyard until half way
along the platform. After another photo it was on
through the dip to Town Hall where the work of the
night began – some attention to the overhead wire at
that point – and the supernumerary passengers
departed the scene.

Withdrawal, preservation and initial museum
service
The date of L707’s withdrawal from service is not
known, but it was unavailable for use on the Eastern
Suburbs Railway in 1978. The August 1980 issue of
Trolley Wire reported that the Museum had purchased
the car from the Public Transport Commission.
L707 arrived by road from Eveleigh and was
unloaded at the new depot at Loftus on 29 July 1981.
It was the first permanent occupant of the new
building, a tower wagon and Albion bus 1615 having
been already housed in it briefly.
Despite the awkwardness and out-of-balance nature
of the car, due to the batteries at one end, the move
from Eveleigh proved to be one of the easiest

A night out with Gentle Annie:
L707 stops for a photo in the
middle of the Sydney Harbour
Bridge in the very early hours of
7 February 1964.
Dale Budd
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‘Gentle Annie’ in the City Inner
tunnel between Wynyard and
Town Hall stations in July 1968.
The driver is John Moffitt, and
Bob
Merchant
is
the
supernumerary passenger in the
cab. Both are members of the
Sydney Tramway Museum.
Dennis O’Brien

undertaken. The body and bogies were separated for
the move. Bob Cowing and Mal McAulay prepared the
tram for moving and supervised the loading and
unloading.
It had been hoped to move the car from Eveleigh to
Sutherland on its own wheels, if not under its own
power, using a motor generator set, not the batteries.
Negotiations to this end started in November 1980 but
had not reached any meaningful stage when it became
necessary to move the car.
The urgency of the move produced a rapid
acceleration of work on the new building. The doors
and infill panels across the southern end were finished
to lock-up stage, and road 4 was extended outside the
building to allow the car to be unloaded.
Over the next few years L707 received little
attention or notice. In October 1988, to facilitate the
unloading of trams being transferred from the old site,
it was lifted using a crane and placed on W2 trucks,
due to problems associated with running the railway
profile wheels fitted to its own trucks through our
point work.

In 1993 it had a brief return to service, playing a
vital role in the erection of the overhead wire on the
National Park line. On Monday 26 April, the Anzac
Day public holiday, L707 carrying a 2 km reel of
trolley wire, was propelled by 99u up to the Princes
Highway. For the first time since the National Park
railway had closed two years previously, the crossing
bells and lights were activated and at 11.05am both
vehicles crossed the Princes Highway and ventured
into The Royal National Park. 99u detached L707 and
returned to the opposite side of the highway
10 minutes later, leaving the latter vehicle to be towed
to The Royal National Park station by our Matador
recovery vehicle. At the site where Lady Rawson Drive
once crossed the railway, the EPT (Euro Pacific
Technology) road/rail truck met L707. A tow bar was
attached and the combination moved to National Park
station.
Erection of the wire then began. A deadline of
5.00pm had been placed on returning across the
highway, but the job ran behind schedule and it was
necessary to leave L707 on the park side of the
crossing with a security guard until the next morning
when it was able to return to the Museum.

L707 at Prince Alfred sidings in
June 1981, shortly before its
transfer to the Sydney Tramway
Museum at Loftus.
Richard Jones
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L707 is the solitary occupant of
the new depot at Loftus in this
picture taken soon after its
arrival in July 1981. The
building had been completed to
lock-up stage but a great deal
remained
to
be
done.
Richard Hall

In 1999 agreement was reached with the Hunter
Valley Training Company for the car to have its
corroded underframe rebuilt as a training project, and
it was moved to the HVTC at Maitland in about March
of that year. By the time of this move almost all the
elevated platform on the car and its supporting
structure had been removed. Some of the high-quality
timber was salvaged and has been used on projects
such as the rebuilding of the gate from the former
Gladesville Bridge. Unfortunately the restoration work
at the HVTC did not eventuate, and the tram was
returned to Loftus in June 2002. It was placed in the
workshop on bogies from ballast car 98u, the car’s own
bogies remaining temporarily at Maitland.
At this point in its history L707 was in very poor
condition. The side members had deteriorated from
many years of open storage. It had also suffered from
the effects of the lead acid batteries carried in railway
service and from at least one heavy impact that bent
the frame. It was clear that a substantial effort would
be required to restore it to its original form as 42s.

Restoration
The driving force behind the restoration of the tram
was Bob Cowing. It was one of many projects at the
Museum for which an enormous debt of gratitude is
owed to Bob.
Warren Howlett takes up the history of the
restoration of the car.
The work started in mid-2002 when the frame was
moved from road 9 to road 10 in the workshop. New
steel channels had been purchased and placed in the
workshop to enable the deteriorated perimeter framing
of the car to be renewed. Stripping of the old bodywork
was progressing.
By Christmas that year the end platform framework
was removed from both ends and placed on the floor.
The timber decking was removed completely exposing
the frame. The new channels were cut to length and

Was this Sydney’s most
handsome tram? L707 in the
yard at Loftus in June 1988.
Dale Budd
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L707 carries the reel of
overhead wire while the crew
from our contractors, Euro
Pacific Technology on their
road/rail tower truck string the
overhead over the National Park
line on 26 April 1993.
Bob Merchant

placed on top of the old frame. After Christmas the old
rivets heads were blown off and rivets removed. The
turn buckles on the truss rods were freed up and
removed; they would need straightening later.
The new channels were clamped directly to the old
side frame, so careful marking of all holes on the new
side channels was required. Meanwhile work was
being carried out on stripping and cleaning of the first
bogie. On 18 April 2003 the second bogie came into
the workshop and work commenced on it. All parts
were stamped for identification and on the same day
the wheel sets were shipped to the Zig Zag Railway to
be machined back to tramway profile on their large
lathe.
The four traction motors were stripped down and
overhauled in the workshop. All were found to be in
reasonably good condition. One motor casing had to be
drilled to fit new motor leads on the correct side, in

place of leads wrongly fitted at some time in the past.
Another motor had been full of water and had been
affected by battery acid.
As we had no expertise in riveting, a shoulder bolt
was designed and manufactured to give the appearance
and strength of a rivet. The holes in the frame and cross
members were drilled and reamed. When fitting the
bolts the assistance of a sledge hammer was required.
The machined wheel sets arrived back from being
machined and on 14 June 2004 two reconditioned
motors were installed in the first bogie. It was quite an
afternoon seeing the bogie with temporary wiring
moving along the workshop floor on its own.
The bogies were fitted with new axle box covers in
cast brass complete with the Brill inscription and
patent details.

L707 in the yard of the Hunter
Valley Training Company at
Maitland. This picture illustrates
the starting point for the car’s
restoration.
Bob Cowing
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A year later on 14 June 2005 the bogies were placed
under the frame and progress became more apparent.
Work continued connecting the hand and air brakes,
bell and air horns. The latter are now a standard feature
on all operating cars at the Museum, to provide a more
audible warning at level crossings. It was decided to fit
a large capacity air reservoir rather than the smaller
tramway type, to enable certain work using air tools to
be done sourcing air from the tram when doing
trackwork. This air tank had originally been fitted to a
diesel locomotive at the Port Kembla steelworks.
The cabin roof construction was subcontracted out.
After they had been canvassed the fitting of these roofs
to the tram commenced on 1 November 2006, together
with the rebuilding of the curved channel iron that
supports the trolley base. The refurbished controllers
were fitted along with the bells and sand valves. The
car was re-wired.
Having retained only a small part of the original
timber deck, some discussion took place on whether to
fit a steel deck in its place. Due to cost it was decided
retain the more authentic timber deck and so steps
were taken to obtain the balance of the material
required. By that time the Tuesday night squad was in
the process of renewing the electrical wiring and
fitting the refurbished electrical equipment.
By February 2008 the decking was complete.
The first run under power took place on 22 February
2008. This was the big day for all. The Tuesday night
team arrived and in the presence of many interested
parties the tram moved under power for the first time
in more than 30 years.
The car was received without the original drop sides,
as they had been removed at some time during its
railway use. It was initially decided to place the car
into limited service, and to manufacture and fit the
sides when sufficient funds became available.
However the progress on the car to date had generated
so much interest that extra funds were found and it was
decided to go ahead and fully complete the car.
In June 2009 we started to fit the drop sides. The
external cost to cast or forge the hinges was very high.
A contractor was found who could flame cut them for
a very reasonable price, and our Wednesday group set
up a production line and machined them, saving at
least $2000 compared with cast hinges. The cost of
making the sides from one piece hardwood was beyond
our resources and so the new sides were manufactured
by laminating construction form plywood, covered
with steel plate for durability. Once the sides were
fitted the car was found to be more rigid and it tracked
better.

10

42s in the workshop in January 2003, with Ballarat 37
behind. At this point in its restoration 42s consisted of
some lengths of steel and a great deal of air!
Bob Cowing

The brake system was assembled with original parts,
but after trials was found to be less than satisfactory. It
was fairly primitive and was not capable of fine
adjustment, and it used a totally non-standard brake
shoe that came in both left and right-handed varieties.
It was decided to modify the system by using parts that
were compatible with other cars. Accordingly the
brake rigging was removed from two spare bogies

L707 in the workshop at Loftus, early in the process of
returning to its identity as 42s.
Bob Cowing
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originally beneath car 98u. The components were
cleaned and painted, and replaced the original
equipment. The replacement components accept a
standard O car/ballast brake shoe and have
turn-buckles for adjustments. The new brake system
was successfully tested in November 2009.
Four W2 sand boxes (from one of the cars from Port
Kembla) were modified and fitted to the car. On
11 November 2009 the sand box delivery systems
were fitted, and were commissioned after some
modification.
At the completion of the construction work a brass
plaque was mounted in the No.1 cab dedicating the car
to the memory of Bob Cowing. The ballast motor, 42s
was finished.
It is appropriate to record the names of those who
worked on the car, or gave support, during its lengthy
restoration. They included Bob Cowing, Terry
Thomas, Warren Howlett. Rainer Nickel, Allan
Watson, Chris Olsen, David Bennett, Vic Solomons,
Alex Foot, Ian Saxon, Bill Parkinson, Craig Parkinson,
Frank Cuddy, Bill Jolly, Tom Tramby, Bob Egan, Alan
Lark, Howard Clark, Geoff Spaulding, Rod Burland,
Ian Hanson, Bill Denham, Kate Strancar, a schoolboy
on work experience, and some of our CSO workers.
Our apologies to any who have been overlooked.
Some final main line testing of the car took place in
late November. It was discovered that the car
performed much better than expected. So after nearly
60 years of sedately moving around the inner city
railway system on 120 volts and gaining the nickname
‘Gentle Annie’, 42s has now been restored to its
original condition, running on its original design
voltage. It is definitely not ‘Gentle Annie’ any more.

It is sad that Bob Cowing did not live to see 42s back
in operation. As reported in the previous issue of
Trolley Wire, his daughter Jennifer and son Luke were
special guests when the tram was recommissioned on
5 December 2009.
The new 42s will become a valuable asset in the
ongoing construction and maintenance of the Sydney
Tramway Museum, sharing various tasks with the
Museum’s other works vehicles in the years to come. It
is more than just an exhibit, it is the newest member of
our works team.
Acknowledgements
This article has drawn on reports in SPER News and
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work carried out on the car over seven years. Only the
key points have been recounted here. Information was
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Bob Cowing finally lost his hard-fought battle with
cancer and passed away peacefully at Royal Prince
Alfred Hospital, Sydney, on 23 December 2005.

On 20 October 2005, Terry
Thomas, Warren Howlett and
Bob Cowing discussed fitting
the driver’s cab floor of 42s as
Bob’s youngest son Luke,
visiting from Western Australia,
looked on. It was Bob’s last visit
to the Museum.
Bob Merchant
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THE UNIDENTICAL QUADS
SYDNEY’S PR1 CLASS CARS
By Michael Ward
The four crossbench P cars converted to corridor
type cars and reclassified as PR1 class presented a
unique type of tramcar, with two conversions being
performed by Randwick Workshops and two by
Eveleigh Railway Workshops.
There were differences between the Randwick and
Eveleigh conversions along with subtle differences
within each group, meaning no two cars were exactly
alike. This made for an interesting group of cars.

Background
Following the end of the Second World War there
was an urgent need to replace much of Sydney’s ageing
tramcar fleet, some of which had been kept going to
cover increased patronage during the war. An order for
additional modern R1 class tramcars had been placed
whilst a plan emerged to convert crossbench tramcars
to a corridor car resembling the R1 car. The corridor
cars were seen as a much more comfortable tram with
upholstered seating along with improved passenger
protection during inclement weather.
The few surviving Departmental records for the PR1
conversions show that initially the O class was
considered for conversion to a corridor design, but the
Chief Engineer opposed this proposal “as the bogies
are designed for 33 inch wheels giving a high floor
level of 2 foot 7 inches”. He expressed the opinion that
the scheme incorporating the P class underframes and
bogies with specially designed bodies presented the

best possibilities. These proposals were initially
discussed with the Commonwealth Engineering Co.
but not proceeded with.
In January 1949 the Minister for Transport (Mr M.
O’Sullivan) arranged with the Department of Railways
to have two P class cars converted to a corridor design
at Eveleigh Workshops. “These were to be altered so
that they would be as close to the R1 design as was
possible to build upon the P type underframe.” Certain
work including the provision of seats and windows was
to be arranged by the Tramways Department.
Initially the two cars selected for conversion at
Eveleigh were non-standard P car 1481 and the lone
PR car 1691. These two cars were not acceptable to the
Department of Railways as their conversion scheme
was based on the standard P type car. Subsequently
standard P cars 1562 and 1582 were substituted. These
two cars were delivered to Eveleigh Workshops on the
night of 8 February 1949. The two cars selected for
conversion at Randwick Workshops were 1517 and
1573. The record card for 1517 indicates that it entered
the workshops for conversion on 10 February.
The four cars had been manufactured by Randwick
Workshops (1517) and Meadowbank Manufacturing
Company (1562, 1573 and 1582). They had all been
placed in service in 1923, on 22 November,
31 October, 28 November and 24 December
respectively.
In this article the converted cars are referred to as
PR1 class. They were sometimes designated as P/R1

A 1927 proposal to modify O
class cars to a layout similar to
the new R class design then
undergoing development. This
design would have seated
58 passengers for an estimated
conversion cost of £900 but had
a 2ft 7in floor level throughout.
STM archives
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The 1946 proposal for an O/R1
class car with seats for 48
passengers. This design had a
3ft floor level in the saloons and
2ft 4in floor level at the
drop-centre.
STM archives

class, including in the Working Orders of 1952. A
similar lack of uniformity was apparent with the LP
and OP classes, which were alternatively described as
L/P and O/P type cars respectively. Incidentally the
Working Orders quoted the average unladen weight of
the PR1s as 18 1/4 tons.

The conversions arrive
The first conversion completed was car 1582. It was
taken for a demonstration trip for departmental
officials on 9 May 1949 and was released to traffic on
13 May, a news item appearing in the Daily Telegraph
on the following day. It mentioned that the car had run
to Matraville. The news story was based on interviews
with staff and passengers and noted the reduced
number of entrances/exits (6) and fewer seats (52) as
well as poorer ventilation. These adverse comments
would seem to reflect the party line of the Australian

Tramway and Motor Omnibus Employees’ Association
at Dowling Street. The Alexandria line would have
been operated by O cars at the time.
Earlier, The Sydney Morning Herald of 9 May 1949
had quoted an official of the Department of Railways
as saying that “the Railway Department recently
converted two old footboard trams into corridor types.
The job took 10 weeks, but it could be speeded up if
more than two trams were involved”.
A letter to the Chief Traffic Manager dated 12 May
1949 advised that the first PR1 was available for traffic
and that the Commissioner had directed it be used on
the Alexandria to Circular Quay route from the
following day. It was allocated Straight Shift run 639
on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays with a number
of trips to Alexandria followed by one trip each to
Military Road, Daceyville and Matraville. Broken shift

PR1 1582 undergoing conversion at
Eveleigh on 4 April 1949. The
photo clearly shows the square
edged steps to the centre saloon
doorway.
Noel Reed
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PR1 interior during conversion.
The date is given as 24 March
1948.
Vic Solomons Collection

runs 625 and 624 were performed on Tuesdays and
Thursdays with trips to Alexandria only. From
29 August 1949 the timetable was altered in order to
ensure that the use of the PR1s was to be confined to
the Alexandria line.
All four PR1 cars entered traffic during 1949. They
were sent to Dowling Street Depot, being the first
corridor cars at that depot. As stated above, early in
their careers they worked the Botany and Matraville
services, also Rosebery and West Kensington but
tended to be mainly used on the Alexandria line. For a
time they were used on the ‘Limerick’ employee
service between Dowling Street Depot and Robertson
Road, Randwick. Trolley Wire reported in February
1952 that instructions had been issued forbidding the
use of corridor cars on this run.

A recommendation against the conversion
program
Even before the first PR1 car was completed, the
Government had received a recommendation against
proceeding with the program. Messrs G F Sinclair,
A F Andrews and E R Ellen of the London Transport
Executive had been commissioned to advise on street
transport in Sydney and Newcastle, and their report to
the Premier, dated 21 April 1949, recommended the
gradual but total replacement of trams by buses. One
of their recommendations was that the then current
order for 250 new R1 cars be cancelled. On the topic
of the PR1 conversion program, paragraph 253 of their
report specifically noted:

PR1 1517 poses for its official
photo in the Randwick
Workshops yard.
Vic Solomons Collection
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PR1 1582 at Alexandria
terminus in June 1949 showing
the Eveleigh style of conversion.
Note the higher position of the
black lining around the fascia
and the brown painted
bulkheads at the passenger
saloon ends. Also note the green
painted beading above the
driver’s window and extending
to an arrowhead above the end
saloon doorways.
Photographer unknown.
STM archives

PR1 1573 in October 1949 in
Alfred Street, Circular Quay
showing the Randwick style of
conversion with standard P type
black lining around the fascia
and green and cream painted
passenger saloon bulkhead
partitions at the car ends.
John Burgess

Proposed conversion of footboard cars to
corridor design
It is also recommended that the proposals to convert
footboard cars to corridor design should be
discontinued. The experimental work carried out in
the workshops of the Department of Railways on two
P type cars has shown that the conversion can be
satisfactorily accomplished, but at a cost. The cars
which would be converted are, on an average, 25 years
of age, and the cost of conversion, to give similar
appearance and comfort to that of the present corridor
cars, would appear likely to be in the neighbourhood of
£3,725 per car, including the provision of four new
traction motors in each car, or £2,325 if the cost of new
motors is excluded. Elsewhere in this Report we have
set out the disadvantages from the point of view of

economy of continuing tramcar operation, and
consideration of these disadvantages, together with the
high cost of converting the footboard cars, rules out the
proposal even as a temporary expedient.

Car differences
For all four conversions existing cabs, trucks and
electrical equipment were retained. New body sides
were constructed of timber framework with metal
panelling. The tramcars seated 52 passengers, 24 in
fixed seats and the remainder in reversible tip-over
seats.
The two Eveleigh conversions 1562 and 1582
retained their tongue and groove ceiling, with side
destination boxes opposite at the five-window end of

15
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The interior of 1517 showing
the plywood ceiling and
diagonally
located
side
destination boxes constructed of
timber.
Vic Solomons

The interior of 1582 when new
showing the original tongue and
groove ceiling retained and the
metal side destination boxes
opposite each other at the fivewindow end of the car.
Photographer unknown.
STM archives
the car. These boxes were made of metal and when
viewed from the interior of the car were reminiscent of
the side destination boxes on early series underfloor
buses. The cover strip moulding under the front
destination box extended around to the driver’s
bulkhead only and was painted green with a green
painted stripe narrowing to a point over the end
passenger doorways. The black stripe on the top fascia
was at a noticeably higher level than on the normal P
class or the two Randwick conversions, while the end
passenger bulkheads were painted brown. The small
sill above the centre doorway was painted green. These
two Eveleigh cars also had a minor difference, 1562
having a normal tapered step at the centre doorway
while 1582 had a shorter square ended step.
The two Randwick conversions 1517 and 1573 had
masonite (hardboard) ceilings to replace the original
tongue and groove, while the side destination boxes
were made of timber and diagonally located to the left
of each centre door. Interior grab rails and stanchions

16

were stainless steel, similar to those fitted to post war
R1 cars. The black stripe on the fascia was located at
the same level as on the P class and the end passenger
bulkheads were painted green and cream.
The cover strip moulding differed on these two cars.
On 1517 the moulding under the front destination box
extended all the way along the side of the car, while on
1573 the moulding finished at the passenger bulkhead
above the end passenger doorway. On these two cars
the beading was painted cream.

Questions in Parliament, financial aspects and
further conversions
On 21 September 1949 the member for Phillip in the
NSW Legislative Assembly asked the Minister for
Transport a question without notice about the
conversion of footboard into corridor cars. He asked:
“Can the Minister say whether the conversion has been
a success, and whether it has been favourably
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PR1 1562 at Alfred Street,
Circular Quay showing the
same Eveleigh style conversion
as 1582, but with tapered centre
doorstep. The brown painted
end saloon partition is
noticeable in this photo.
John Burgess

commented on by the staff and the public? Does he
intend to proceed with the conversion of all the
footboard cars?”
The Minister replied that the four converted trams
were considered “very satisfactory by the crews and
the travelling public. He quoted the cost as £5,300 each
(amended the following day to £4,000) and indicated
that he was “… not now in a position to say whether it
is the intention of the Government to proceed with the
conversion of the remainder of the footboard trams,
but I will advise the honourable member at a later
date.”
Following a reminding question of 23 February
1950 the Minister said that: “A decision to convert
more trams has not yet been made, but the
Commissioner is investigating the matter.” On 22
March 1950 the Minister advised the Legislative
Assembly that the question of further conversions was
“… bound up with the general problem of the form of
transport that should be conducted by the [Department
of Road Transport and Tramways] in the metropolitan
area, and the question would be referred to the
Transport and Highways Commission when it was
appointed.”
Correspondence from the Chief Accountant dated
13 December 1949 gives the following details. The
cars converted at Randwick cost £3556.14.5, while
those converted at Eveleigh cost £4950.19.6 giving an
average cost of £4254 per car.
An allowance was sought on items recovered during
conversion, e.g. window glasses which could be reused on unconverted P class cars. This was rejected as
it would only provide false figures on future
conversions as the number of P cars would be reduced
when they were converted to PR1s.

In other correspondence addressed to the Director of
Transport and Highways, Mr. Reg Winsor during June,
the Union was pressing for the conversion program to
continue with complete elimination of the footboard
cars. On the other hand the Department showed it still
relied heavily on the footboard cars stating “the main
departmental objection for the conversion of the ‘P’
type is their capacity as coupled sets to move quickly
peak service crowds”.
At this time there were 254 corridor cars in service
with a further 250 on order. It was suggested “that
upon completion of the current order for R1 cars there
would be 504 corridor cars available and with the
construction of the Eastern Suburbs Railway, it was
difficult to visualise any extension to the existing
tramway system. In fact it would appear that a
reduction of tramway services in these areas is
inevitable.”
The final paragraph of a memo dated 20 June 1950
to the Director is the last word in the decision not to
proceed with the conversion program.
“It is evident that there will be more tramcars
available for service than will be required and as it is
desirable from an economic viewpoint to utilise 80 seat
passenger cars as coupled sets during peak services,
there does not appear to be any justification for
incurring heavy expenditure in the conversion of P
type cars to corridor cars”.
The PR1 conversion program was over.

Their service years
The PR1s retained the straight floor of the P class,
so did not have a drop centre section at the centre of the
car. This along with the narrower end doors when
compared to the R and R1 cars, did not endear them to

17
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PR1 1517 at North Bondi
during an Australian Electric
Traction Association tour. The
car displays the beading along
the full length of the car from
above the driver’s window.
R.E. Murray collection

the travelling public. They operated mainly on the
lighter patronage routes and were treated as corridor
cars, not operating as coupled sets.
Only two occasions are known where they were
operated as coupled sets, both being enthusiast tours.
The first was an AETA tour on 1 December 1951 with
1562 and 1582. 1562 became defective during the tour
and was replaced by 1517; thus the tour used three of
the four PR1s. The second occasion was in September
1957 when 1573 along with P 1564 operated a tour of
the Green Lines and a few Red Line routes to mark the
impending closure of Newtown Depot and the Green
Lines.
In 1952 PR1 1517 was selected along with five other
tramcars to be fitted with a set of resilient geared
wheels from General Electric. It returned to service on
30 July1952 but no information has emerged as to how
long it retained these wheels or whether it still had
them when it was withdrawn from service.
The four cars were all stored at Dowling Street on

1 March 1954. Presumably this followed a ban
imposed by the AT&MOEA at Dowling Street. In 1955
all four cars were given an external repaint. Given the
limited use of the PR1s both before and after this was
done, this action is puzzling. It has been suggested that
an expected rise in traffic requirements, perhaps at
Easter 1956, was the justification. With the tram-tobus conversion program and a decline in patronage
(particularly in consequence of the fare increases of
1 July 1956 and other factors such as the increase in
the number of motor vehicles and the advent of
television) it is hard to envisage a need for additional
trams, particularly of a non-standard type.
When repainted the cars received the smaller fleet
numerals and the two Eveleigh conversions, 1562 and
1582 were painted to conform to the two Randwick
conversions: i.e. the black lining on the fascia was
lowered, the green painted moulding above the driver’s
window was painted cream and the end passenger
bulkheads were repainted green and cream. The sill
above the centre doorway was painted cream. PR1
1582 now sported a tapered step at the centre doorway.

PR1 1562 following its 1955
repaint turns into Regent Street
en route to Botany on
6 September 1958. The car
shows the style of repaint
applied to the Eveleigh cars.
Bob Merchant
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P 1564 and PR1 1573 at
Earlwood on a tour in
September 1957 to mark the
closure of the Green Lines.
J. W. Burgess collection

The two Eveleigh conversions were now the same and
finally two PR1 cars were cosmetically alike.
Following their repaint, any expected rise in car
requirements did not eventuate and the cars received
very little use. Apart from an occasional run to their
old haunts at Botany or Alexandria, the only regular
use appears to have been on the ‘Limerick’ employee
service. PR1 1573 provided free rides from Circular
Quay to the Railway during 1957 as part of an
advertising promotion for a new washing detergent
called ‘Surf ’.

By November 1958, Newtown and North Sydney
depots had already closed and with the impending
closure of Rozelle, the number of R and R1 class
corridor cars exceeded requirements. In fact by the end
of the financial year in June 1959 only 95 R cars would
remain on the books. The writing was well and truly on
the wall for the PR1s and all four were written off in
November 1958. The table below shows relevant dates
and particulars taken from the tramcar history records.
An interesting class of tram had disappeared from the
streets of Sydney.

Tramcar history records
Number

PR1 Conv Date Where Converted

Repair Date

To Scrap

Notes

1517

21-7-1949

Randwick

23-9-1955 (a)

04-11-1958

Sold 03-12-1958

1562

21-7-1949

Eveleigh

13-9-1955 (b)

04-11-1958

Sold 04-1-1960 (d)

1573

30-9-1949

Randwick

01-11-1955 (a)

04-11-1958

Donated 22-5-1959 (e)

1582

12-5-1949

Eveleigh

06-10-1955 (b)(c)

14-11-1958

Sold 03-12-1958 (f)

(a) The two Randwick conversions were repainted in the same scheme but with smaller fleet numbers.
(b) The two Eveleigh conversions were repainted to conform with 1517 and 1573, i.e. the position of the black
lining was changed on the fascia, green moulding above the driver’s window changed to cream and the end
passenger bulkhead changed from brown to green and cream. Smaller fleet numbers were used.
(c) The steps to the centre doorways were changed to the tapered type either at this workshop visit or around this
time. The tramcar history card does not show this change.
(d) To Lightning Ridge, where it remains under cover, used for community meetings.
(e) To Glenfield Special School. Obtained by the Sydney Tramway Museum in 1965, awaiting restoration.
(f) To South Strathfield Engineering complete with bogies and motors

19
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PR1 1573 being used as a
shelter shed in the girls’ section
of the Glenfield Special School
in May 1960.
Bob Merchant

Other departmental records show minor variations
to the dates of conversion of the cars to the PR1 class.
The ‘repair’ dates shown refer to the re-painting of the
cars, shown in the records as ‘enamel’. The relevant
date on 1517’s card is shown as 1 November 1955.
A curious entry for 1582 indicates a visit to
Randwick for what was described as “well seat flap”.
The body of 1517 was purchased by a buyer in the
Bega area, along with two P cars, identified on the
car’s record card as a Mr. Darcy. In 1990 it was donated
by Dr. Hudson to the Sydney Tramway Museum along
with remnant P car window glass; its acquisition was
arranged with the intention that it would be restored as
a P class car. The interior timber framing and ceiling
timbers were severely effected by termite activity. The
car was moved from Bega to Moss Vale, then to Loftus

and finally Cessnock for storage. However P 1501 was
purchased by the Museum from Lightning Ridge in
1999, and after its eventual arrival in Bendigo in 2008,
the decision was made because of its condition, to deaccession 1517. The body was transferred to Bendigo
where parts including the drivers cabin roofs were
removed for use in restoring 1501, and the remainder
of the car was scrapped.
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On 18 December 1965 PR1
1573 arrives at the old Loftus
museum site.
Dale Budd
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ADELAIDE’S ENTERTAINMENT CENTRE
TRAM LINE OPENS
By Colin Seymour
Official opening
The 2.8 km extension of the Glenelg tram line from
City West to the Entertainment Centre at Hindmarsh
was officially opened on Sunday, 7 March 2010.
However, regular service did not commence until
Monday, 22 March.

running between Entertainment Centre / Hindmarsh
and City West.

The first test run on the new track took place in the
early hours of 22 February 2010. Further tests runs
were carried out over the following weeks with Flexity
and Citadis trams. A ‘load test’ of six trams was
conducted in the early hours of 27 February. H 367
even made one test run, although it is unlikely that
H cars will ever journey through the city to the
Entertainment Centre at Hindmarsh again.

Service commencement

The South Australian state election on 20 March
2010 dictated that an official opening needed to occur
on the preceding weekend – two weeks before the
commencement of passenger services. The extension
was officially opened by Premier Mike Rann at the
Entertainment Centre / Hindmarsh terminus at 9:30am
on Sunday, 7 March.
A small scale community event was held from
midday to 4:00pm to allow members of the public to
ride on the new service. Three Citadis trams (203, 204
and 205) and two Flexity trams without external
advertising (101 & 110) were used for the occasion,

The time between the two openings allowed for crew
training and further testing.

Regular service commenced on 22 March. To entice
the public to catch trams into the city from Hindmarsh,
the Government has introduced free travel to the city
upon payment of a $2.00 parking fee at the
Entertainment Centre car park at Hindmarsh. To be
available for an initial period of six months, this
appears to be working well and trams are carrying
good loads.
There are four new tram stops: West Terrace,
Thebarton, Bonython Park and Entertainment Centre /
Hindmarsh. City Shuttle trams now terminate at a
terminal stub between the up and down tracks at West
Terrace instead of City West, and display ‘West
Terrace via City’. Entertainment Centre / Hindmarsh
trams terminate in the wide centre road reservation of
the Port Road at Hindmarsh where a scissors crossover
has been provided. They display ‘Entertainment
Centre, Hindmarsh’. South Terrace shuttle trams now
display ‘South Terrace via City’.

SA Premier Mike Rann officially
opens the Entertainment Centre /
Hindmarsh
extension
on
7 March 2010.
Steve McNicol
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Flexity 110 and Citadis 203 at
the Entertainment Centre /
Hindmarsh platform for the
official opening on 7 March 2010.
Steve McNicol

Citadis 203, the first official
tram leaving Entertainment
Centre / Hindmarsh on 7 March
2010.
Steve McNicol

Flexity
101
returns
to
Entertainment
Centre
/
Hindmarsh along Port Road on
Official Opening Day, 7 March
2010. A short distance from the
terminus, the SA Brewery
chimney is a local landmark.
The red, white and blue at the
top represents the 2009 SA AFL
premiers, Central Districts,
while the double blue colour
immediately below represents
the runners up, Sturt.
Steve McNicol
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South Road overpass tram stop opened
The South Road tram stop (stop 6) was re-opened on
15 March 2010. It was celebrated with a free sausage
sizzle and community event under the overpass on the
east side of South Road from 4:00 – 6:00pm. The tram
stop is on the overpass itself. Trams stop at a centre
platform accessed from ground level by lift, stairs
and ramp.

Glengowrie Depot refurbishment
Glengowrie Depot is being completely refurbished.
Work includes reconstruction of the north and south
yards, modifications to the tram barn and a completely
new administration block on the western side of the
depot access track near the Sturt Creek.

Citadis 205 climbs the ramp to the South Road
Overpass stop on a journey to Glenelg on
15 March 2010.
Steve McNicol

Fifteen trams (of a fleet of 11 Flexity and 6 Citadis
trams) are required for the week day AM and PM
peaks, while 13 are used during the off peak.
Finally, it can be said that Adelaide has two
tram routes.

Closure of the north yard for track reconstruction
has created space problems, with the result that up to
four Flexity trams have had to be stabled outside at the
end of daily service. On occasions two trams have
been stabled at stop 12 (up and down) near the depot
and two trams have been stabled at the South Terrace
shuttle siding. The yard has been constructed with six
tracks in mass concrete. A fifth access track is being
constructed on the external eastern side of the four
road tram barn.

Heritage service
H 367 has conducted all summer weekend heritage
runs, which have been cut back to an hourly service
based on demand. H 370, the reserve car, has not
been required.

Flexity 108 arrives at the new
elevated South Road Overpass
tram stop on its opening day,
15 March 2010. The lift can just
be seen on the left.
Steve McNicol
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HERE AND THERE
AUSTRALIAN AND OVERSEAS NEWS

Another light rail proposal for Perth
The front page headline of The West Australian
newspaper on Thursday, 21 January read ‘Vision for
our city – Landmark plan brings life and vibrancy to
Perth’.
The lead paragraph of the article stated ‘The City of
Perth has revived the idea of a light rail line from the
University of WA through Subiaco, the city centre,
Victoria Park and Curtin University in a landmark
document to guide planning in Perth for the next
20 years’.

were commissioned by Subiaco City Council in 2005
to conduct a pre-feasibility study on a light rail
network (see November 2005 Trolley Wire).
Published community and government reaction to
the new proposal has been mostly favourable. The
document can be viewed at the City of Perth website:
http://www.perth.wa.gov.au/web/Council/PublicNotices/?item=3211

The new draft document, An Urban design
Framework: A Vision for Perth 2029, is described as
one of the most significant planning documents
produced by the City. It has a very broad scope,
covering far more than the above paragraph would
suggest: major projects, streetscapes, building design,
and transport. The significance of the year 2029 is that
it marks the bicentenary of European settlement and
the official founding of Perth.
The document was released for public comment
until 9 April. It includes a ‘Potential Future Tram
Network’ map which bears a close resemblance to the
Light Rail Concept Plan 2035 that was produced by
engineering consultants Sinclair Knight Merz who

The newspaper billboard headline that tram
enthusiasts dream of – Perth, Thursday, 21 January 2010.
Beth Kelly

COTMA

COUNCIL OF TRAMWAY MUSEUMS OF AUSTRALASIA
PO Box 61, Carlton South, Victoria 3053

www.cotma.org.au

From Warren Doubleday
Details of the COTMA Conference 2010 to be held
in Wellington, New Zealand from Thursday,
16 September to Tuesday, 22 September are available
on the COTMA website, www.cotma.org.au together
with links to the booking forms. A pre-conference visit
to Christchurch and a post-conference tour from
Wellington, visiting Wanganui, New Plymouth and
finishing up in Auckland, are also planned.
The March 2010 COTMA News Update is available at
http://www.cotma.org.au/news/News_update_March_
2010.pdf
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It outlines some of the excellent work being done by
the tramway museums in New Zealand and their cooperation with one another. Past Conference
Proceedings are being scanned and placed on the
COTMA website on the Proceedings page at
http://www.cotma.org.au/proceedings.html. These
give an excellent overview of the history and work of
many of our museums and the foundation of COTMA
itself, some 35 years ago.
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BALLARAT
BALLARAT TRAMWAY MUSEUM

PO Box 632, Ballarat, Victoria 3353

www.btm.org.au

From Dave Macartney and Peter Winspur
Passenger figures for the December/January holiday
period were below average, and only just exceeded our
all time low figure of two years ago. The hot weather
started in November, earlier than usual, and as
predicted by the Bureau of Meteorology, also finished
earlier. February was milder than usual, but by then the
daily operation of January had finished. For the first
time in three years Lake Wendouree did not dry out
entirely over summer and good rain in February
enabled some recovery to occur. A supply of recycled
water helped flowers to bloom in the flower beds in the
gardens where in previous summers there had been
only bare soil.

Unfortunately, the wettest period turned out to be the
first weekend of March, which coincided exactly with
Ballarat’s Begonia celebrations. The format changed
this year, with all the attractions located in the
Botanical Gardens proper, to the west of Wendouree
Parade. There was, accordingly, a marked reduction in
the number of pedestrians wandering back and forth
across the Parade compared to recent years. As well,
the street parade returned to the Gardens after a
number of years, and was held at 3 pm on the Monday,
as the rain continued to fall. The Operations Manager
has never seen a crowd arrive and disperse so quickly
in all his experience in Ballarat or in Melbourne.

Waiting for the Parade on
8 March. This year the
traditional Begonia Parade
returned to the Gardens for the
first time after several years.
Welcome rain did not dampen
the enthusiasm of the crowd.
Austin Brehaut

No. 14 in Begonia service on
6 March. Alastair Reither
supervises loading at Gardens
Loop.
Warren Doubleday
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Seen in Begonia service on
8 March, Newstead Tramcars’
No. 466 will soon return to
Bendigo.
Peter Winspur

Not surprisingly, the three day total of 4,378
passengers was the lowest since the commencement of
the sponsorship agreement with the Begonia Festival
in 2004. The previous low had been 4,752 during the
weekend in 2006. Fortunately, as all travel for the
weekend was free, there was no loss in revenue. Trams
661 and 671 maintained the base service as usual
whilst 14, 28 and 466 joined them to battle the
elements at various times throughout the weekend. The
trams operated faultlessly and our crews were as
enthusiastic as ever.
Easter figures, in much better weather conditions,
were more encouraging, with 505 passengers carried,
above average for recent years. Peter Bruce, returning
after an absence of many years, learned the delights of
issuing well over 100 tickets and dealing with souvenir
sales whilst also driving the tram.

Tram No 466 had its official last run in Ballarat on
27 March before its imminent return to Bendigo.
Brought to Ballarat at a time when lack of space
precluded it remaining in Bendigo, the tram has proved
very popular every time it has operated, particularly in
inclement weather.
The Museum has undertaken to hold a strategic
planning day about every three years so that working
members, in particular, can assist in ensuring that the
Museum maintains direction. This year 17 members
met at the Bungaree Historical Society premises on
20 March. Fourteen projects were identified and teams
were nominated to progress each of them. They ranged
from the usual one of track extension to track
replacement, depot extension, the future of Bungaree
and improving marketing and branding. An

The interior of No. 466 on its
last day of service in Ballarat.
Austin Brehaut
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No. 26 enjoys an environment-friendly carwash on
6 March. For many years severe water restrictions in
Ballarat have prevented washing the trams in the
traditional manner.
Warren Doubleday

encouraging feature is that some of our younger
members are now taking on the role of driving the
Museum forward.
In the workshop the repaint of No. 27 has
commenced, with the saloon and motorman’s windows
already revarnished and stored as work proceeds on the

Work continues on redeveloping the museum’s
display area.
Warren Doubleday

MAY 2010

preparation of the body. One damaged side panel,
carrying a dent from SEC days, has finally been
removed for replacement.
The armature for No. 38 has returned from Bendigo,
where it was receiving some attention to its insulation,
while the re-profile of the wheels has been completed
in Adelaide, and they can be returned as soon as
No. 466 departs. The painting of the underside of
No. 38 has been completed, a messy job which used up
quite a bit of redundant paint.
After the April school holidays some trackwork was
carried out in Wendouree Parade and three
troublesome rail joints were replaced. The Museum is
like any other body which needs to dig up a public
street. Council must be advised in advance and a
formal traffic management plan must be drawn up.
OH&S considerations require that a Job Safety
Analysis be undertaken. The Museum has invested in a
specialist rail saw which has greatly improved our
ability to perform this type of work accurately and far
more quickly.
On 27 April, the body of MMTB tram No. 121 left
storage at Newstead to go to a private individual who
intends to ensure that it remains under cover and that
better use is made of the tram. At the same time the
two bogies were returned to the Museum.
Last year, one of the A-frame tram ride signs was
stolen from Wendouree Parade while the tramway was
operating - an annoying loss. However, a Wendouree
resident recently advised that it was in his neighbour’s
backyard. Arrangements were made for the police to
attend and the sign was soon returned to its rightful
owners, as were several items belonging to other
people which the miscreants could not explain having
in their possession!
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BENDIGO TRAMWAYS

1 Tramways Avenue, Bendigo, Victoria 3550

www.bendigotramways.com

From Len Millar
March long weekend and Easter tram services
The Labour Day long weekend in early March saw
us resume our 30 minute service, which halved the
waiting time for our intending passengers.
Easter 2010 saw us gear up to a 20 minute service on
Good Friday, Easter Saturday and Sunday, and part of
Monday. There seemed to be an event at the Lake
Weeroona reserve on each day of the weekend.
For the first time we had trams in the Easter Monday
Parade, and we contributed seven cars for the
Torchlight Parade the night before. Many willing
volunteers provided the necessary extra crews. The
Bendigo North Primary School students partnered
with us for our Easter Monday Gala Parade float, and
helped brighten up our trams with their artwork.
Given that we have only four sections of track where
trams can pass (the double track in Pall Mall, the Lake
View Hotel loop, the Tramways Avenue/Depot and the
Bridge Street loop), timekeeping by our crews is very
important during busy times. A delay to one tram (such
as that caused by a two vehicle collision beside the
track at the Don Street traffic lights, which happened
on Good Friday), may mean that our three service cars
run late for up to an hour or two.

Then on Easter Sunday, the driver of a car failed to
heed the flashing lights protecting trams entering and
leaving the Central Deborah Gold Mine terminus off
busy High Street (the road to Melbourne). Maximum
traction car No. 25 sustained considerable damage to
the driver’s cabin, and the tram was pushed off the rails
by four metres. The driver was Easter service organiser
Mick McGowan, and he was heard to comment as he
(and conductor John Penhall) filled in the forms
afterwards “I’ll never hear the last of this!” Fortunately,
our passengers were unharmed, although somewhat
jolted by the mishap.
In other news, we have established a good
relationship with the crew at the Tyson’s Reef Hotel
alongside the line in Weeroona Avenue. Passengers
now receive a 10% discount off lunch and dinner
meals. And we now have timetable information at the
stops at each end of Bridge Street, a service some
locals had sought and now greatly appreciate.

In the workshop
As noted in the report from Haddon, W3 663 has
arrived in Bendigo for reconstruction of its roof. So far
we have removed 663’s trolley poles, bases, trolley

Tram 25, and the car which
turned in front of it.
Bendigo Tramways
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Tram 84 shows off its new
colours.
Luke Jenkins

decks and the other roof hardware and have set to work
replacing the plywood roof. Despite layers of paint on
the roof and layers of ceiling paint, the entry of water
has caused serious delamination. We hope that the use
of modern materials and techniques will put a stop to
the inherent vulnerability of plywood roof cars.

The section of track that curves in from our
Hargreaves Street front entrance, up and over Back
Creek and then fanning out to serve the depot’s six
tracks has lasted well, but needed renewal.

Work on Prahran & Malvern Tramways Trust single
trucker No. 84 (formerly Bendigo No. 16) is
progressing well, with an eye to the May centenary
deadline. The No. 2 end roof canopy now has been
formed back to its original curved configuration. New
roof ribs were bent and then installed where the old
destination box housings used to be at each end. Newly
rolled front dashes have been installed and the pillars
reinforced with steel angle and some very long
cross-car bolts.

Preparatory work included the installation of a
trolley wire section insulator (to enable trams
operating the Talking Tram Tour to reach the depot end
of Tramways Avenue while the repairs happen).
While the old curved track was removed, a new earth
feeder was installed that would provide a return path
for the traction current. Yarra Trams kindly supplied us
with pre-curved lengths of R157 rail, and we are
hopeful that the new curve will last another hundred
years.

Because the car’s floor sagged in places, some of its
support timbers have been replaced. Varnish has been
applied to the car’s ceiling, which now looks great as a
result. A pattern was made of a metal drop-end seat
end, and several have been cast in aluminium.

Our drivers were advised that their trams would
await them in Tramways Avenue for the duration,
having first been retrieved from the Weeroona Avenue
depot. The path to the depot, past the trackwork, was
considered a little hazardous for our passengers, so
time was ‘waited’ in Tramways Avenue, with the crews
using the opportunity to tell passengers about the new
trackwork as well as the $3.1 million makeover of the
depot and workshops.

The car’s wheel-sets have returned from Ballarat
where new tyres were pressed on. They arrived at a
good time – just when we were putting the finishing
touches to the Depot entry curve works! The
compressor and controllers have been overhauled.
Our summer car, No. 17, has received its re-profiled
wheel sets, and the 1913 toastrack car (our oldest
operable tram, built by Duncan & Fraser in Adelaide
for the Electricity Supply Company) will soon be
available for traffic. Two new paired sets of drop-down
barrier rails should go a long way to ensuring safety of
our passengers.

The depot curve

The new curved grooved rail was duly laid in late
February on a rubber underlay. Unfortunately, we
chose a day when 75 mm of rain fell to get the
concreting done! With Back Creek almost flowing
over the rails because of torrential rain, a halt had to be
called to the concreting until more favourable
conditions returned. While the depot yard was
unoccupied and the overhead power off, we took the
opportunity to put some finishing touches to the
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Scott Kendall and Sam O’Brien
join the new access track to the
old track.
BendigoTramways

9W makes the first run over the
new access track.
Bendigo Tramways

repairs and window replacement on the building’s
facade.
Scrubber car No. 9 christened the new curve and
removed stray bits of concrete to produce a shiny and
highly presentable surface. With the new track in use,
it is apparent that the rubber ‘boot’ under the curve has
led to less squealing from tram wheels.

New arrivals
As will be reported elsewhere by our Perth
colleagues, we took delivery of two W7 cars from
VicTrack, via the new Weeroona Avenue Depot

30

loading ramp. Cars 1023 and 1032 arrived in March,
and one will be stripped for parts with the better one
being sent in operating condition to Perth’s Whiteman
Park.

‘The Collectors’ visit us
Bendigo recently featured on the popular ABC-TV
program ‘The Collectors’, and apart from the cast and
crew invading the big annual swap meet at the Bendigo
Showgrounds, we enticed them on to Birney No.30.
Our depot Starter, Anita Bagley, patiently trundled up
and down Pall Mall for the several ‘takes’ required for
the presenter to get his lines just right.
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1032 and 1023 shortly after
their arrival at our depot.
Bendigo Tramways

FERNY GROVE
BRISBANE TRAMWAY MUSEUM SOCIETY

PO Box 94, Ferny Hills, Queensland 4055

www.brisbanetramwaymuseum.org

From Peter Hyde
‘Routine operations’ would best summarise recent
activity at Ferny Grove with restoration continuing on
both FM 400 and Dreadnought 136.
Sunday patronage has been very negatively affected
by poor weather since mid-December. On the days
when it has not rained, it has been very hot and humid.
Fortunately there have been many pre-booked special
operations on other days to make up for the revenue
shortfall.

The largest of these was on Saturday 6 March when
the Australian Railway Historical Society (Qld) began
their year’s steam train program with a trip to Ferny
Grove. Vintage buses from the Queensland Omnibus
& Coach Society then transported patrons from the
railway station to the Museum. Naturally it rained as
the photo illustrates – though fortunately there were
frequent breaks between showers that day.

Tram travel in the Sunshine
State. Australian Railway
Historical Society tour patrons
brave the rain to ride trams on
6 March.
Wayne Chaseling
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HADDON
MELBOURNE TRAMCAR PRESERVATION ASSOCIATION

PO Box 324, Prahran, Victoria 3181

www.railpage.org.au/mpta

From Kym Smith
W3 663
The quotation provided by Bendigo Tramways for
the reconstruction of the roof of W3 663 has been
accepted and work has now commenced. The existing
plywood panels have been found to be beyond repair
and will be fully replaced. The new plywood will be
installed in two layers, each layer offset to the other, to
remove the structural weakness that existed in the
original design. Before the new plywood is installed,
all of the roof ribs will be scraped back to remove the
many years of varnish and Colorflek that cover them.
A report on the progress of this work is included in
news from Bendigo.

W4 670
W4 670 has joined L 103 in having new weather
blinds installed. The green set of blinds that were in
670 were not an accurate match for the car’s 1950s
livery. The new blinds have the same canvas pattern as
the blinds in 103 and provide the finishing touch to
670’s livery.

The replacement No. 2 end apron on SW5 849.
Jacqui Smith

SW5 849
The replacement No. 2 end apron has been fitted to
SW5 849 and the headlight and marker lights have
been rewired. The end apron and other bodywork are
now being prepared for painting.

Trackwork
The rail and checkrail for the north-western curve
have been laid out and, where needed, trimmed using
the former SEC Yallourn rail saw; its first use at
Haddon. Bolt holes have been drilled along the length
of the checkrail and the first length of the inner rail
using the newly acquired rail drill. Once all rail joints
have been welded, the remaining holes will be drilled,
the tie rods and spacer blocks installed, and the rails
spiked to the sleepers to complete the curve.

Site works
‘The Met’ logo and number decals have been applied
to the SW5 drop-centre panels that form the
entertainment and barbeque area.
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Two down, one to go – W4 670 during replacement of
the weather blinds, with the two large blinds replaced
and the old green centre blind awaiting replacement.
Anthony Smith
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W3 663 in Bendigo after removal of the vent roof
plywood.
Anthony Smith
Frank Schroeders and Anthony Smith making final
adjustments to the rail saw before its first cut.
Jacqui Smith
Footings have been installed to allow an additional
storage container to be placed alongside one of the
existing storage containers. This additional container
will be modified to have side doors and racks suitable
for storing traction motors.
A new pole has been installed at the rear of the
Carbarn to assist in providing a better anchorage for
the trolley wire in the three roads of the Carbarn.

Filming
A film crew from Caliburn Pty Ltd visited the
tramway on 20 February 2010 to film a segment for a
Metro Trains Melbourne Staff DVD. MTM produce
these DVDs as a tool to communicate and encourage
safe working practices to their staff. Anthony Smith
was interviewed about the activities of the Association
and his interest in the trams as part of a human interest
segment on ‘what train drivers do on their day off’ that
features on each of the DVDs.

The rail drill in use drilling holes in the checkrail.
Jacqui Smith

Following the filming, the Association received a
copy of some of the footage and some still images that
were taken, and we thank Paul Crisp from MTM, and
Paul Jamieson, Renzo Beltrane and John Peterson
from Caliburn for donating the footage and images for
us to use.

Kym Smith applies the numbers and logos to 809’s
panels that now form part of the entertainment area.
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The new pole is placed in
position behind the Carbarn.
Anthony Smith

Anthony Smith prepares the
concrete footings for the
additional container.
Anthony Smith

Anthony Smith is interviewed by
the crew from Caliburn Pty Ltd
during the filming for the MTM
Staff DVD on 20 February.
Jacqui Smith
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PORTLAND

PORTLAND CABLE TRAMS INC.
2A Bentinck Street, Portland, VIictoria 3305

www.portlandcabletrams.com.au

From Alan Rees
Easter patronage
With very pleasant weather over the Easter period,
business was brisk for our cable tram service. On
Easter Sunday we ran both tram sets for part of the day
and passenger numbers were excellent. Patronage
declines from May onwards as few tourists visit
Portland during the winter months.

New wheels for car 171
We recently had four new wheels manufactured for
saloon car 171 by Winton Castings and Patterns of
Ballarat. The wheels, which cost $9,000 to cast and a
further $2,500 to core, will be fitted shortly.

Tram depot turntable

of being moved to outside the Portland Caravan Park in
Bentinck Street where patronage is greater. Over the
past twelve months the shelter has suffered from
vandalism as Fawthrop Lagoon is in a somewhat
isolated location.
GM Carr Excavations are performing the
earthworks and concreting of the platform, which will
be 12 metres long and 4 metres wide. After its
relocation, the shelter will have new Perspex windows
installed and will be repainted by Glenelg Shire
Council.
The concrete platform at the Powerhouse Vintage
Car Museum will remain and a metal bench seat will
be fastened into place.

No progress has been made on the motorisation of
the depot turntable. Planning is continuing, and our
contractor, engineering company Hatch, has found that
the task is not as straightforward as first believed.
Nevertheless we are persisting as operation of the
turntable has become a major health and safety issue
since our volunteers are not getting any younger and
the turntable is not getting any lighter. We hope to be
able to report in the August issue of Trolley Wire that
work on the motorisation of the turntable has been
completed.

Tram shelter relocation
The tram shelter situated at the Powerhouse Vintage
Car Museum stop at Fawthrop Lagoon is in the process

The tram shelter in its current location at the
Powerhouse Vintage Car Museum.
Alan Rees

Wheels forged for saloon car 171.

Alan Rees
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Saloon car 171 in the depot.
Alan Rees

Collision involving tram PCT002
On 9 April 2010, PCT002 was involved in a
collision with a motor vehicle at Lighthouse Grove and
Bentinck Street. After stopping at the give way sign,
the motor vehicle proceeded to drive into the front
offside corner of the grip car.
There were no injuries as the 20 passengers on board
were in the saloon car as it was raining quite heavily. It
is probably very lucky that it was raining as the
accident impact point is a very popular spot for
passengers as they enjoy sitting on the front of the tram
on the crossbench.
The tram sustained damage estimated at $2,000 and
we are currently attempting to recover the cost from
the motorist’s insurance company. Police attended the
scene and charged the motorist.

The damaged corner of grip car No. 2.

Alan Rees

The arrow indicates the position
where the shelter will be placed
at the Portland Caravan Park.
Alan Rees
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LOFTUS

SOUTH PACIFIC ELECTRIC RAILWAY CO-OP SOCIETY

PO Box 103, Sutherland, NSW 1499

www.sydneytramway.museum.com.au

From SPER News
Trackwork
Work has continued on the re-laying of the double
track from the barbecue area back to Cross Street. The
new eastern track was linked up at Cross Street
following rail de-scaling, levelling, aligning and
welding. The hot weather caused problems with
expansion and distortion of the track. It was concreted
progressively from the south towards Cross Street to
stabilise it before the final concreting was done on
27 February. Ten cubic metres of purchased concrete
and two more of surplus concrete were placed on
4 February, followed by another five on 20 February
and five on 27 February.

The old western track was excavated by hand and the
last of the timber sleepers were removed allowing
re-laying to begin back towards the waiting shed. Spoil
has been placed by wheelbarrow to cover a conduit,
and plastic water pipe laid beside the eastern track for
future use. Regular drops of surplus concrete have
allowed paving of parts of the ‘six foot’ between the
tracks and between the eastern track and the
embankment, with three loads totalling five cubic
metres being received on 24 April.

Another load of concrete is
received at the trackwork site at
the Railway Square waiting
shed on 27 February.
Matthew Geier

A night view of LP 154 during a
special night hiring on
20 February.
Liam Brundle
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Some of the old steel beams stored near Loftus
Junction have been cut into ‘T’ section lengths for use
as steel sleepers. Some cleaning up and re-stacking of
stored pointwork components, wheelsets, steel poles
and cast columns has taken place south of the
barbeques in preparation for the upcoming re-lay of the
Depot Junction points. A steel frame for cast drainage
grates has been positioned over the large circular
stormwater pit opposite the waiting shed and has been
formed ready to be concreted. Two defective timber
sleepers were also replaced near the TAFE crossing.

Building work
A new CSO bricklayer has started with us and is
continuing work on the fire wall to separate the first
floor of the YMCA Building from the Display Hall.
Some special steel door frames have been purchased to
be set into the brickwork for the future fire doors that

MAY 2010

A depot line-up with Brisbane dropcentre 295, Sydney
C 29 and Sydney R1 2001, all showing special working
destinations.
Liam Brundle

will allow access between the two buildings to comply
with the Building Code of Australia.
The doors of Road 15 have been made to open. At
the time the top shed was constructed the one piece
timber door frame was not cut to allow the doors to
swing as grinder No. 3 and the cable grip car were
placed inside by crane from Road 14. This work, along
with the clearing of stored materials outside the doors,
allowed the grinder to come out for the first time since
the early 1990s. Craig Parkinson steam cleaned it on
the traverser and it now resides on Road 4.

The replacement yard gate was
hung on 28 April. It brought out
some Wednesday workers to
check it out. The gate came from
the old Gladesville swing bridge
over the Parramatta River where
it was used to block tram and
road traffic when the bridge was
open. It will be matched with a
similar but smaller gate to
complete the installation.
Ian Hanson
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The Melbourne cable grip car
saw the light of day when it was
taken out of the top shed to
enable access to some wheel
and axle sets. Warwick Tafe,
Alan Watson and Katie Strancar
were photographed with the
‘dummy’. Our Wednesday team
want to work on this vehicle’s
restoration once more urgent
work has been completed.
Mick Duncan

The cable trailer has joined the grip car on Road 15
and the Wednesday crew intend to work on it subject to
other commitments.

work was done by our Wednesday team. The actual
gate was restored in the traverser pit due to its size and
insufficient room in the workshop. Alan Lark, Warren
and Terry worked on this part of the project.

New yard gate
The first section of a replacement gate for the area
near the public toilets at the back of the workshop was
erected on 28 April. A new post had been installed the
previous week, made from heavy section rectangular
hollow section (RHS) steel which was in stock. The

The gate came from the Gladesville swing bridge
where it blocked tram and road traffic when the bridge
opened. Once installed, it will give the western end of
Cross Street a more complete Federation look. It also
puts another one of our historical items back on
display.

Overhead

Craig Parkinson steam cleans track grinder No. 3 on
the traverser.
Howard Clark

New trolley wire has been erected over the scissors
crossover. Holes have been drilled in the south wall of
the workshop building for three additional rosettes to
partly support the Cross Street overhead.
Preparation for the wiring of Cross Street is
proceeding with the completion of a special overhead
wiring crossing assembly which as been manufactured
by the workshop team. We do not quite have enough
grooved wire to complete Cross Street in one run, so
we are now urgently sourcing the purchase of sufficient
wire to complete the work.
Some heavy pruning has been carried out along the
edge of the picnic area to clear obstructions for the
erection of the span wires.

New arrivals
P 1729 arrived from the Canberra Tradesmen’s
Union Club on 6 February. It was unloaded from Mario
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C class 37 is lowered onto the
rails at the Museum on 21 April
after leaving Canberra the
previous day.
Bob Merchant

Mencigar’s low loader down a hastily assembled ramp
in the street. To make room for it under cover, PR1 car
1573 left the site for temporary storage under
tarpaulins at Mario’s property in western Sydney. The
ramp was then removed.
C 37 arrived from the Canberra Tradesmen’s Union
Club on 21 April. It was unloaded from Mario’s low
loader and towed into the depot yard where it stayed
until Ballarat 37 was moved from the workshop the
following Saturday. C 37 was then moved into the
workshop, where restoration to operating condition
will occur in the coming months.

We are indeed fortunate that the sub-contractor
engaged to remove the trams from the club, Paul
Boschert of Weldcraft Engineering, recognised the
historical significance of the cars and elected to take
them out of the club intact, rather than cut them up on
site. R 1806 was also removed and was disposed of to
a private party. This action provided the opportunity
for our team to negotiate directly with Paul and the
builder to obtain these two very historic cars.
An article is planned for the August issue of
Trolley Wire, detailing the history of all the trams
acquired by the club over the years.

C 37 spent the night in the depot
yard before being moved into
the workshop for refurbishment.
Bob Merchant
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The roof boards are just under 60mm wide and have
ship-lapped edges to lock into each other. They are
straightforward to lay on the main roof which only
curves one way. However, as the roof ends are curved
in both the horizontal and vertical planes, the boards
over the roof ends have to be tapered like the staves in
a wooden keg, and must be steam bent to retain a
curved shape.
The short boards between the ends of the clerestory
section of the roof and the roof ends were carefully
measured, tapered, the edges were routed out to
provide the ship-lap edge then steamed and clamped to
a purpose made former.

Rod Burling works on the canopy sticks on D 117.
Mick Duncan

The steam was produced by an electric copper with
an inverted cone shaped collector on top. The ends of
the boards to be curved were placed through the top
and the gaps were filled with old towels. It has been
likened to a bootlegger’s whiskey still!

Sydney D 117

Ballarat 37

D car 117 is progressing well. Geoff Spaulding and
Rod Burling fitted the new roof ribs to the curved roof
ends over both driver’s positions. They then began the
tedious and exacting task of fitting the roof boards
over the roof ends.

Ballarat 37 has had its under-floor electrics removed
and repaired. They will be reinstalled once the
underframe is cleaned with the steam cleaner. The
truck overhaul is proceeding under the leadership of
Mick Duncan, with one truck reassembled.

Ian Hanson and Peter Butler prepare to continue the
painting of OP 1089.
Martin Pinches

The interior of OP 1089 is progressing well.
Martin Pinches
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Road and other vehicles
Bus 2619 has had all the structural repairs
completed and is now being completely stripped of all
paintwork in readiness for a complete repaint. Craig
Parkinson is leading the team, assisted by one of our
CSO workers. Once completed this bus will be one of
the most thoroughly restored buses in preservation.

NSW Fire Brigade exercise at Loftus
On Saturday 27 March the Museum was host to a
team of firemen from the NSW Fire Brigade, Engadine
Station who had arranged to undertake an exercise
using one of our trams. The exercise was to simulate a
recue of a person trapped under a rail vehicle.
Consequently 42s, our recently restored ballast motor,
was selected as the closest available to a rail carriage
or wagon.
Bill Parkinson uses the overhead crane to remove the
motor from one of Ballarat 37’s 27E trucks.
Martin Pinches

Warren has turned four new bushes to replace the
totally worn ones on the car’s No.1 22E truck side
bearers. They are a good interference fit. The spring
pillars were skimmed in the lathe and are also a good
fit. This should help to improve the riding quality of
37. The brake rigging and the frame have been steam
cleaned.
Work will slow down on 37 due to the arrival of
Sydney C 37 which will take precedence for the next
few months.

42s was placed on the open ballasted track on the
north side of Pitt Street to closely represent the rail
track that they were likely to encounter in a rescue
situation. Using an air-operated 30 tonne capacity jack,
one wheelset was lifted a few centimetres off the rails
with one of the fire crew, the simulated casualty, being
removed from under the tram.
A further exercise was undertaken using air bags
that were able to lift the body of 42s approximately ten
centimetres above the bogie at one end, giving enough
space to free a person trapped.
With his railway background, Workshop Manager
Bill Parkinson was able to provide some insight into
problems that the crew might encounter with the lifting

Two members of the Engadine
Fire Brigade team discuss with
Bill Parkinson problems they
may encounter in a railway
accident.
Martin Pinches
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of a coal wagon or passenger carriage should such an
unfortunate event occur.
The exercise was undertaken with all safety
precautions in place. The electrical power was
removed from 42s while the hand brakes were applied.
In addition, the NSWFB crew chocked the vehicle to
prevent any movement.
The NSWFB crew were extremely pleased with the
exercise. It gave them some experience of a rescue
situation that could quite easily occur, whilst the
Museum was pleased to assist with provision of a tram.

Thanks
Over a period of time the Melbourne Tramcar
Preservation Association, and in particular Tony
Smith, has provided the Sydney Tramway Museum
with tramcar and overhead equipment in line with the
COTMA principle of inter-museum co-operation and
assistance. Gathering the equipment has involved time
and negotiations for which the STM recognises and is
appreciative of the efforts of the MTPA.

ST KILDA
AUSTRALIAN ELECTRIC TRANSPORT MUSEUM (SA) Inc

PO Box 213, Salisbury, South Australia 5108

www.trammuseumadelaide.com.au

From Colin Seymour
E Type tram No 118
John Pennack has applied the second coat of
external paint to the tram, and, with assistance from
Peter Letheby, installed the long kick-board panels
boxing in the longitudinal seats in the saloon. John has
turned his attention to restoring the cross-bench ceiling
to its original length by attaching new ‘birds-eye’
plywood to the original ceiling panels that had been
truncated when the car was converted by the MTT
from a Type E to an E1 in the 1930s. Laminated safety
glass has been cut to shape and is now fitted in the
bulkhead. Side and end destination boxes with
destination rolls, refurbished by John Radcliffe, have
been refitted to the car. John also procured replica
leather window and standee straps. Michael Bosworth
has installed these as well as the brass light fittings
and window grips, after they received a much
needed polishing.

Bib & Bub set
Air compressors have been installed in cars 14 & 15
which will become our coupled Bib & Bub set. This
was no mean feat as these cars were never equipped
with air brakes throughout their working life. The task
required much planning by Bruce Lock and Michael
Crabb in relation to the location of components and
linkages. Preliminary testing of the air brakes was
conducted recently using a temporary air receiver
being recharged after each test by the workshop air
supply. These tests showed the air brakes worked very
effectively. Work will now progress towards

permanently installing the air receiver and connecting
it to the compressor.

Trackwork
The last 200 metres of the line at St Kilda has not
been used for many years due to the poor condition of
the sleepered track which is in a public recreation area.
This track is on the same level as the surrounding
St Kilda reserve, resulting in poor drainage. It was
hoped that the Salisbury Council would relay this
section in mass concrete as it did with the rest of the
track in the playground area. Recent experience has
shown that most visitors prefer to alight at the
truncated terminus located at the tram stop situated at
the centre of the playground.
Following discussions with the council, trackwork
began in earnest for 2010 when a temporary pull off
was installed at the end of the concreted track on
23 January prior to the council removing the surplus
overhead. This duly happened on 18 February. A more
permanent fixture was later assembled by William
Adams, Mike Bosworth and Andrew Gilbertson, and
was installed on 26 February.
More trackwork was carried out on 20 March when
Mike Bosworth, Andrew Gilbertson, Graham Jordan
(from Melbourne), Mark Jordan, Jack Pennack, Ian
Seymour and Kym Smith inserted a further five new
hardwood sleepers east of the Samphire Road level
crossing. This job was soon completed as many people
turned up to help. A quick run down the line revealed
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Mark Jordan, Mike Bosworth
and Ian Seymour with works
tram W2 354 under our newly
constructed pull off at the
St Kilda playground terminus on
23 January 2010.
Andrew Gilbertson

a section that was over gauge. We took the opportunity
to bring the track back to gauge and re-spike it. An
inspection was then conducted which showed where
the focus for trackwork will lie for the year ahead.

Displays refurbishment
New horse tram displays have been set up in the
Southern Depot shed near our two horse trams.
Work is proceeding steadily on the refurbishment of
the Visitor Entrance Gallery. The primary focus is on
the completion of the new displays. A large amount of

time has been devoted to selecting photos for the new
displays. This work has been undertaken primarily by
David Williams, John Radcliffe and Ron White. The
EFTPOS terminal is now up and running with few
difficulties being experienced by our gallery staff.

History SA accreditation
The Museum has recently been advised that we have
been successful in our application for full
re-accreditation with History SA. This accreditation is
vital when applying for grants. The Museum is
grateful for the work undertaken by the Museum

Andrew Gilbertson, Mike Crabb
and Ian Seymour have just
rolled the last wheel to be turned
for Ballarat’s tram 38 from the
lathe shed to the workshop on
26 February 2010. The channel
behind Ian is used as a rail track
for the trolley to run between
both sheds.
Chris Summers
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archivists, Marie Treloar, John Morphett, Mike
Bosworth and Chris Summers in starting to get the
AETM archives computer catalogued to the required
standard, and especially to David Williams who coordinated the re-accreditation process.

Grants facilitator
The Museum has obtained the assistance of an
external grants facilitator to procure funding from
government and philanthropic organisations, to assist
in further developing the Museum’s aims. Heather
Millar who does similar work for the Cancer Council
of SA is currently exploring several avenues for
funding.
Graham Jordan, Mark Jordan
and Ian Seymour packing new
sleepers near Samphire Road at
St Kilda on 20 March 2010.
Andrew Gilbertson

Completed new colourful horse
tram displays in the Southern
Depot shed.
Chris

A scout group visited the Museum
on 28 February 2010.
John Radcliffe
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WHITEMAN PARK
PERTH ELECTRIC TRAMWAY SOCIETY (INC)

PO Box 257, Mount Lawley, Western Australia 6929

www.pets.org.au

From Michael Stukely
Traffic operations and service cars
December to February in Perth were the driest and
equal-hottest since records began in 1876. These
extreme conditions resulted in an unusually large
number of days rated as having an extreme or
catastrophic fire risk, with our tram services
consequently being cancelled. Even on days when
trams could operate, the persistent heat meant that
attendances in the park were low, with correspondingly
low numbers of visitors riding the trams. This all came
to an abrupt end on 22 March with a storm that
delivered almost the full average rainfall for the period
January to March in a couple of hours, along with
severe and damaging hail in the northern and western
suburbs especially. The tramway was fortunately
spared from major damage. Milder conditions have
prevailed since, and good numbers of visitors are again
coming to Whiteman Park in autumn.

able to take a break. SW2 426 and W2 441 were the
service cars, running on a 15-minute headway and
crossing at the Loop, and excellent patronage levels
resulted. Special thanks must go to our visiting
members again, for their generous assistance.

Easter again saw our eastern states-based traffic
crew members travelling west to operate the trams over
the full four-day holiday period. Bill Kingsley (from
Melbourne), and Hayden Holmes, Sam McGuinness
and Kaine Treleaven (from Sydney), assisted by
Perth-based members Trevor Dennhardt, Shane
Parsons and Scott Parker, ensured that two trams were
in service each day, and that crew members were all

Bryan Adcock, John Budd and David Carling have
continued to make good progress with the restoration
of the body of Perth B class single-truck car 15 for
static display by the City of South Perth Historical
Society. Final adjustments were made to the window
sashes for both motorman’s cabs, and painting of the
woodwork was done. Aluminium aprons were attached
to both cab ends. On 2 December 2009 the former

A major effort by our Wednesday car maintenance
team led by Noel Blackmore in the workshops ensured
that sufficient service and backup trams were available
for the summer school holiday break, when a service
was again provided on seven days per week. SW2 426
and W2 441 were used mostly, with W4 674 providing
backup support and Fremantle 29 running mainly for
Carbarn Tour days on the fourth Sunday of each month
(except December) as usual.

Tram restoration

The truck for Perth B 15: the
former railway bogie after
modification, including its
extension to a 7 foot wheelbase,
at the Willis Engineering works
on 29 March.
Lindsay Richardson
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railway bogie for placement under B15 as a mock-up
21E truck was loaded and despatched to Willis
Engineering for the cutting and lengthening of the
wheelbase to seven feet, plus the addition of chords to
the top of the truck to enable attachment of the body.
Restoration of WAGT (Perth) E 66 was put on hold
for several months from late 2009 due to the priority
works required to keep our service cars operational.
In March, Frank Edwards began work on the
installation of the air lines for the braking system of
No. 66. Ric Francis has completed timber repairs on
the south side of Perth G class 35, and work is
continuing on the north side.

Graeme Eddington at work in the Engineering Shop on
2 December.
Lindsay Richardson

installed on the main line over the summer in the
continuing spot replacement of rotted timber sleepers.
Other track maintenance was done as required,
including blade adjustment and bolt replacement in the
North and South Loop points. Trevor Dennhardt and
Lindsay Richardson were assisted at various times by
Noel Blackmore, Frank Edwards, Graham Bedells and
Michael Stukely.
Jack Kendall preparing the rail crossing guard for the
North points at Stockmans on 2 December 2009.
Lindsay Richardson

Museum and tramway improvements

David Carling removes masking tape from a newly
painted cab window frame for Perth B 15 on
2 December.
Lindsay Richardson

In preparation for the extension of the Truck Storage
Road along the full length of the Pennenburg
Workshop’s south wall, a section of the western
boundary fence had to be relocated and the retaining
wall extended. Steel sheeting has been driven into the
ground immediately in front of the concrete base slab
of the Park’s pump shed, to prevent its destabilisation
as we excavate sand in preparation for the retaining
wall extension next to the truck road. The old section
of fence has been removed along with most of the old
timber sleeper retaining wall.
Track re-gauging work was carried out on the
northern end of the Stockmans Triangle West-to-North
curve, including the North points, by the track
maintenance team. The rail crossing guard on the
eastern turnout of these points was also reset with
narrow spacers. Another four steel sleepers were
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Citadis 204 at the Entertainment Centre / Hindmarsh terminus on 22 March 2010. The imposing new structure behind
the tram is the new 2500 person small venue addition to the Entertainment Centre.
Steve McNicol

Sydney PR1 car 1573 enters the Colonnade at Sydney Station on an enthusiasts’ tour on 15 September 1957.
Robert Merchant

